INTERPRETATION OF OBSERVATION OF THE PHYSICAL DEVELOPMENT
OF CHILDREN
It is observing with intention to interpret what the child is thinking and strategies and appropriate practices for child
development that were organized around.

Was she getting ready for school? Assemble simple puzzles. Teachers must also be aware of the challenges
facing their students in order to identify and help to correct problems if they arise. By age eight, children are
able to demonstrate some basic understanding of less concrete concepts, including time and money. Recent
social trends, including the increased prevalence of school violence, eating disorders, drug use, and
depression, affect many upper elementary school students. Children are learning skills such as classification
and forming hypotheses. In observational learning, learning is achieved by observing and imitating others, as
in the case of an infant who learns to clap by watching and imitating an older sibling. Do you want to come
with me, or wait here? Reflexes are automatic reactions to stimulation that enable infants to respond to the
environment before any learning has taken place. From moving game pieces to running around in the yard,
climbing and balancing in the playground, and even jumping on the bed, children demonstrate to parents the
range of motor skills they are learning and how well they are using these skills to interact with the world
around them. Read it a new way: Ask the child questions about what they think will happen next and
encourage them to tell you what they see in the illustrations. Teachers often play an important role in
identifying behaviors that could become problematic, and they can be mentors to students in need. Society's
ideas about childhood shift over time, and research has led to new understandings of the development that
takes place in each stage. Has difficulty using small objects such as Lego blocks and puzzle pieces and objects
that require precision such as scissors. Early Childhood Birth to Eight Years Early childhood is a time of
tremendous growth across all areas of development. Ninety percent of the fighting stopped right there! Over
the first three years of life, children develop a spoken vocabulary of between and 1, words, and they are able to
use language to learn about and describe the world around them. Newborns are very nearsighted, but visual
acuity, or ability, develops quickly. Positive reinforcements are pleasant stimuli that are added to increase
behavior; negative reinforcements are unpleasant stimuli that are removed to increase behavior. The dependent
newborn grows into a young person who can take care of his or her own body and interact effectively with
others. Male babies are generally slightly heavier and longer than female babies. However, minority infants
tend to be at a higher risk of dying, as are low birthweight, premature, and postmature babies. There are three
broad stages of development: early childhood, middle childhood, and adolescence. At first it feels weird, right
after your child puts a gummi bear up his nose, to pull out a pad of paper and write it down. Hop several times
on each foot. Note: If your child has a regular babysitter or daycare provider, be sure to pass these tips along to
the caregiver. The search for identity, the concern adolescents have about whether they are normal, and
variable moods and low self-esteem all work together to produce wildly fluctuating behavior. Within another
month, infants may raise their chests from the same position. Even small problems, caught and addressed at
this age, can greatly enhance motor skill development and confidence. Conclusion The definitions of the three
stages of development are based on both research and cultural influences. The implications of development
during this period for education are numerous. I brought in twice as many Legos and put them at a bigger
table. Children's reasoning is very rule based. The quality of emotional attachment, or lack of attachment,
formed early in life may serve as a model for later relationships. Development during this period is governed
by the pituitary gland through the release of the hormones testosterone males and estrogen females. Middle
Childhood Eight to Twelve Years Historically, middle childhood has not been considered an important stage
in human development. This decrease in infant mortality is due to improvements in prenatal care and medicine
in general. Parents need to ensure that their infant eats well, is clean, and receives adequate medical attention.
For example, at age five a child may expect others to share their possessions freely but still be extremely
possessive of a favorite toy. The first 4 weeks of life are termed the neonatal period. The problem is, our
memories are terrible. If you can find the pattern in the behavior, you can figure out how to stop it. As
adolescents develop more complex cognitive skills, they gain the ability to solve more abstract and
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hypothetical problems. Between three and five years of age, children continue to grow rapidly and begin to
develop fine-motor skills. Large motor skills â€” My child can: Walks with agility, good balance, and steady
gait.

